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The Savage dragon-headed turtle was naturally very happy when it saw the little turtle breaking its shell. 

However, when it saw Yun Chujiu and the other two being pulled out by the Little Turtle, it was very 

confused. 

 

 

On second thought, perhaps its son was hungry, so it planned to pull out the three people and eat them. 

As expected of its son, he was really smart! He knew how to cook when he was just born. 

 

 

“Baby son, quick, come to daddy!”The savage dragon-headed turtle shouted happily. 

 

 

The Little Bastard looked at the big bastard with disdain. It was really ugly! Then, it rubbed against Yun 

chujiu’s side. 

 

 

The Savage dragon-headed turtle:”…” 

 

 

It felt that its son had just been born, so perhaps his brain was not very clear, so it said again, “Son, 

What’s wrong? Don’t you recognize Daddy? Daddy spent three years incubating you. Have you forgotten 

all about it?” 

 

 

The Little Bastard moved closer to Yun Chujiu again. Liar! Its father was clearly this beauty, not an ugly 

monster like you! 

 



 

The Savage dragon-headed turtle was completely furious! 

 

 

Although the little bastard did not say anything, it could still understand the look of disdain in its eyes. 

Therefore, the savage dragon-headed turtle roared angrily, hoping to wake its son up. 

 

 

It did not expect that this roar would scare the little bastard so much that it trembled and disliked it 

even more. 

 

 

The little bastard used its two front claws to hug Yun chujiu’s legs, and its eyes were filled with fear and 

disgust as it looked at the savage dragon-headed turtle. 

 

 

The Savage dragon-headed turtle saw that its son, who had painstakingly hatched, would rather stay by 

the side of that human than see it. It was angry and sad. 

 

 

It could not understand why its son had fallen in love with that human? Was it because she was a 

female? It didn’t make sense! His son knew how to find a wife right after he was born? Wasn’t this too 

precocious? 

 

 

At this moment, it saw the little girl reach out her claws and wave at it. “Lord Turtle, calm down first. I 

think there’s been a misunderstanding. Let’s Talk?” 

 



 

Although the savage dragon-headed turtle didn’t think that this human little girl could say anything 

useful, it still roared angrily, meaning that it had something to say. 

 

 

“Lord Turtle, your son of a turtle…”a certain Jiu couldn’t hold it in anymore and burst out laughing. This 

was really a son of a turtle, there would be a son of a turtle in the future.. 

 

 

An Linchuan and Shangguan Hao were about to kneel down to this ancestor. What time was it? What 

were you laughing at? Go ahead and lie! 

 

 

A certain Jiu held back her laughter with great difficulty, she continued, “Your turtle son might be the 

first one to see me after he hatches, so he probably thinks that I’m his mother. Ah, no, his father. Of 

course, it’s impossible for me to have such a turtle son, so this is all a misunderstanding. I’ll explain it to 

him properly and he’ll understand.” 

 

 

The Savage dragon-headed turtle didn’t believe her at first, but when he saw Yun chujiu say 

“Father”instead of “Mother,”he believed her a little. Their savage dragon-headed Turtle Clan had always 

been a male turtle that hatched eggs, therefore, when the Little Turtle was born, the first thing it called 

was “Father”. 

 

 

The savage dragon-headed turtle only had such a precious son, so it naturally treasured it very much. 

Otherwise, it wouldn’t have listened to Yun Chujiu’s words. 

 

 



Therefore, it growled in a low voice, indicating that it agreed with Yun Chujiu’s suggestion and wanted 

her to quickly explain the misunderstanding. 

 

 

Seeing this, Yun chujiu smiled and said to the little bastard, “The one next to you is your father. Go 

quickly, go to your biological father’s Place!” 

 

 

No, ugly refused! The little bastard still held Yun Chujiu’s leg and refused to let go. That ugly thing was 

not its father! 

 

 


